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This is today’s most complete guide to regression analysis with Microsoft® Excel for any business analytics or research
task. Drawing on 25 years of advanced statistical experience, Microsoft MVP Conrad Carlberg shows how to use Excel’s
regression-related worksheet functions to perform a wide spectrum of practical analyses. Carlberg clearly explains all the
theory you’ll need to avoid mistakes, understand what your regressions are really doing, and evaluate analyses
performed by others. From simple correlations and t-tests through multiple analysis of covariance, Carlberg offers handson, step-by-step walkthroughs using meaningful examples. He discusses the consequences of using each option and
argument, points out idiosyncrasies and controversies associated with Excel’s regression functions, and shows how to
use them reliably in fields ranging from medical research to financial analysis to operations. You don’t need expensive
software or a doctorate in statistics to work with regression analyses. Microsoft Excel has all the tools you need—and this
book has all the knowledge! Understand what regression analysis can and can’t do, and why Master regression-based
functions built into all recent versions of Excel Work with correlation and simple regression Make the most of Excel’s
improved LINEST() function Plan and perform multiple regression Distinguish the assumptions that matter from the ones
that don’t Extend your analysis options by using regression instead of traditional analysis of variance Add covariates to
your analysis to reduce bias and increase statistical power
Discover how to best utilize the latest version of Microsoft Office with Shelly Cashman Series MICROSOFT OFFICE 365
& OFFICE 2016: INTERMEDIATE. This new edition is part of the acclaimed Shelly Cashman Series that has effectively
introduced computer skills to millions. Shelly Cashman Series MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016:
INTERMEDIATE continues the Series’ strong history of innovation with an enhanced learning approach designed to
address the varied learning styles of today’s readers. A trademark step-by-step, screen-by-screen approach helps
readers expand their understanding of Microsoft Office 2016 through experimentation, critical thought, and
personalization. This new edition promises to capture and hold readers’ attention, improve retention, and prepare
readers for success in working with Microsoft Office 2016. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Both computer rookies and hot shots can master Microsoft Office and Excel 2016 applications quickly and efficiently with
ILLUSTRATED MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & Excel 2016: INTRODUCTORY. Skills are accessible and easy to follow with
a hallmark two-page layout that allows readers to see an entire task without turning the page. Using a concise, focused
approach and user-friendly format, this book incorporates Learning Outcomes that outline the skills addressed in each
lesson. Larger full-color images reflect exactly what readers should see on their own computer screens. Each module
begins with a brief overview of the principles of the lesson and introduces an updated case study for further application.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Master business modeling and analysis techniques with Microsoft Excel 2019 and Office 365 and transform data into
bottom-line results. Written by award-winning educator Wayne Winston, this hands-on, scenario-focused guide helps you
use Excel to ask the right questions and get accurate, actionable answers. New coverage ranges from Power Query/Get
& Transform to Office 365 Geography and Stock data types. Practice with more than 800 problems, many based on
actual challenges faced by working analysts. Solve real business problems with Excel—and build your competitive
advantage: Quickly transition from Excel basics to sophisticated analytics Use PowerQuery or Get & Transform to
connect, combine, and refine data sources Leverage Office 365’s new Geography and Stock data types and six new
functions Illuminate insights from geographic and temporal data with 3D Maps Summarize data with pivot tables,
descriptive statistics, histograms, and Pareto charts Use Excel trend curves, multiple regression, and exponential
smoothing Delve into key financial, statistical, and time functions Master all of Excel’s great charts Quickly create
forecasts from historical time-based data Use Solver to optimize product mix, logistics, work schedules, and
investments—and even rate sports teams Run Monte Carlo simulations on stock prices and bidding models Learn about
basic probability and Bayes’ Theorem Use the Data Model and Power Pivot to effectively build and use relational data
sources inside an Excel workbook Automate repetitive analytics tasks by using macros
Liengme’s Guide to Excel 2016 for Scientists and Engineers is a completely updated guide for students, scientists, and
engineers who want to use Microsoft Excel 2016 to its full potential, whether you’re using a PC or a Mac. Electronic
spreadsheet analysis has become part of the everyday work of researchers in all areas of engineering and science.
Microsoft Excel, as the industry standard spreadsheet, has a range of scientific functions that can be utilized for the
modeling, analysis, and presentation of quantitative data. This text provides a straightforward guide to using these
functions of Microsoft Excel, guiding the reader from basic principles through to more complicated areas such as
formulae, charts, curve-fitting, equation solving, integration, macros, statistical functions, and presenting quantitative
data. Content written specifically for the requirements of science and engineering students and professionals working
with Microsoft Excel, brought fully up to date with Microsoft Office release of Excel 2016. Features of Excel 2016 are
illustrated through a wide variety of examples based on technical contexts, demonstrating the use of the program for
analysis and presentation of experimental results. Where appropriate, demonstrates the differences between the PC and
Mac versions of Excel. Includes many new end-of-chapter problems at varying levels of difficulty.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Master business modeling and analysis techniques with Microsoft Excel 2016,
and transform data into bottom-line results. Written by award-winning educator Wayne Winston, this hands on, scenariofocused guide helps you use Excel’s newest tools to ask the right questions and get accurate, actionable answers. This
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edition adds 150+ new problems with solutions, plus a chapter of basic spreadsheet models to make sure you’re fully up
to speed. Solve real business problems with Excel–and build your competitive advantage Quickly transition from Excel
basics to sophisticated analytics Summarize data by using PivotTables and Descriptive Statistics Use Excel trend curves,
multiple regression, and exponential smoothing Master advanced functions such as OFFSET and INDIRECT Delve into
key financial, statistical, and time functions Leverage the new charts in Excel 2016 (including box and whisker and
waterfall charts) Make charts more effective by using Power View Tame complex optimizations by using Excel Solver
Run Monte Carlo simulations on stock prices and bidding models Work with the AGGREGATE function and table slicers
Create PivotTables from data in different worksheets or workbooks Learn about basic probability and Bayes’ Theorem
Automate repetitive tasks by using macros
Tutti gli strumenti per l’uso professionale di Excel. Questo libro, rivolto a tutti coloro che utilizzano Excel per le attività
quotidiane, affronta alcune delle funzionalità più avanzate del programma, suggerendo con numerosi esempi pratici tutti i
modi per sfruttare la ricchissima collezione di funzioni di cui è dotato il software. L’obiettivo del libro è quello di aiutare a
trasformare la grande mole di dati grezzi disponibili in informazioni utili per evidenziare punti di forza e punti deboli,
tendenze, rischi e opportunità, individuando connessioni che rischierebbero di rimanere nascoste nei dati. Dopo aver
approfondito l’impiego delle varie categorie di funzioni, il libro si concentra su alcuni degli strumenti più avanzati offerti
da Excel, come le tabelle e i grafici pivot, l’Analisi di simulazione, la Ricerca obiettivo, il Risolutore e tanti altri strumenti
di analisi specializzati. Imparate rapidamente a: realizzare formule in grado di sfruttare ogni tipo di informazione,
numerica, testuale, temporale e così via; utilizzare le formule a matrici per accelerare e semplificare i calcoli; impiegare i
meccanismi di convalida per ridurre le probabilità che nei dati possano essere inseriti errori; collegare fra loro più fogli di
lavoro, per consolidare le informazioni utili; sfruttare gli strumenti di analisi più avanzati di Excel, come le tabelle pivot, la
Gestione scenari, la Ricerca obiettivo, il Risolutore e molti altri.
Un libro rivolto a tutti coloro che impiegano Excel per le loro attività lavorative, che affronta in modo esaustivo l’uso delle
funzioni, con una grande quantità di esempi pratici, utili per sfruttare la ricchissima collezione di operazioni di cui è dotata
la nuova versione di Excel. Una risorsa preziosa per capire come trasformare i dati grezzi in informazioni utili, così da
evidenziare punti di forza e punti deboli, tendenze, rischi e opportunità, estraendo dai dati quegli aspetti che
rischierebbero di rimanere nascosti. Dopo aver approfondito con puntuali esempi pratici l’impiego delle varie categorie di
funzioni, il libro si concentra su alcuni degli strumenti più avanzati di Excel, come le tabelle e i grafi ci pivot, l’analisi di
simulazione, lo strumento Ricerca obiettivo, il Risolutore e tanti altri.
Gain a strong conceptual understanding of statistics as MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 6E balances real-world
applications with an integrated focus on Microsoft Excel 2016. This best-selling, comprehensive book clearly develops
each statistical technique in an application setting. The integrated approach focuses on statistical methodology with an
easy-to-follow presentation of a statistical procedure followed by a discussion of how to use Excel to perform the
procedure. Step-by-step instructions and screen ensure understanding. Business examples, proven methods, and
application exercises demonstrate how statistical results provide insights into business decisions and help resolve
business problems. A problem-scenario approach emphasizes how to apply statistical methods to practical business
situations. New case problems and self-tests let you check personal understanding and help you master both Excel 2016
skills and an understanding of business statistics. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The primary goal of Introduction to Finite Element Analysis Using SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2016 is to introduce the aspects of Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) that are important to engineers and designers. Theoretical aspects of FEA are also introduced as they are needed to
help better understand the operation. The primary emphasis of the text is placed on the practical concepts and procedures needed to use
SOLIDWORKS Simulation in performing Linear Static Stress Analysis and basic Modal Analysis. This text covers SOLIDWORKS Simulation
and the lessons proceed in a pedagogical fashion to guide you from constructing basic truss elements to generating three-dimensional solid
elements from solid models. This text takes a hands-on, exercise-intensive approach to all the important FEA techniques and concepts. This
textbook contains a series of fourteen tutorial style lessons designed to introduce beginning FEA users to SOLIDWORKS Simulation. The
basic premise of this book is that the more designs you create using SOLIDWORKS Simulation, the better you learn the software. With this in
mind, each lesson introduces a new set of commands and concepts, building on previous lessons.
Taking your spreadsheet skills to the next level, Mayes/Shank's FINANCIAL ANALYSIS WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL 2016, 8E, equips you
with a solid foundation in corporate finance while helping you master the tools professionals use every day. It delivers thorough coverage of
financial statements, cash budgets, time series forecasting, the Security Market Security Line, pro forma financial statements, cost of capital,
VBA programming, Pivot Tables, and Get & Transform tools (formerly known as Power Query). With its unique self-directed learning
approach, this reader-friendly book is an ideal resource for independent learning and a valuable reference tool. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Readers learn how businesses use spreadsheets and databases in accounting today with USING EXCEL & ACCESS FOR ACCOUNTING
2016. This step-by-step book uses numerous screen images to explain how to use these tools most effectively to solve real accounting
problems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
There's nothing random about it—this is the book on statistical analysis with Excel Stunned by statistics? Exhausted by Excel? Relax!
Statistical Analysis with Excel For Dummies, 4th Edition shows you how to use the world's most popular spreadsheet program to crunch
numbers and interpret statistics—even if you've never taken a statistics or advanced math course. In no time, you'll learn to use Excel to
create and translate statistics in everyday life, understand common statistical terms, and improve your classroom or professional skills.
Statistics has a reputation for being a challenging, math-intensive pursuit—but it doesn't have to make your palms sweat. Using a minimum of
equations and assuming no prior knowledge of statistics or Excel, this hands-on guide cuts through the jargon and shows you how to make
sense of formulas and functions, charts and PivotTables, samples and normal distributions, probabilities and related distributions, trends and
correlations, and much more. Use Excel's tools to analyze and understand data Apply statistical analysis to predict trends and make
decisions Interpret sales figures, gambling odds, and sports stats Develop a grading curve or medical correlations Forget the mumbo jumbo!
This guide shows you that statistical analysis with Excel can be easy, fun, and useful!
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Readers discover all of the latest advancements in Microsoft Office and Excel 2016 with MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016:
COMPREHENSIVE -- the new edition in the acclaimed Shelly Cashman Series. For more than three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series
has effectively introduced advanced computer skills to millions. MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: COMPREHENSIVE provides an
enhanced learning approach to help readers master all aspects of Excel 2016, no matter what their learning style. A trademark, step-by-step,
screen-by-screen approach encourages readers to expand their understanding of Microsoft Excel 2016 through experimentation, critical
thought, and personalization. This new edition delivers effective educational materials specifically designed to introduce more advanced
features, improve retention, and prepare readers for success with the latest MS Office and Excel 2016. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book shows the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching health services management statistics effectively. Similar to the previously
published Excel 2013 for Health Services Management Statistics, this book is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and
practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical health service management problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your
strongest suit, you are not especially mathematically-inclined, or if you are wary of computers, this is the right book for you. Excel, a widely
available computer program for students and managers, is also an effective teaching and learning tool for quantitative analyses in health
service courses. Its powerful computational ability and graphical functions make learning statistics much easier than in years past. However,
Excel 2016 for Health Services Management Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems is the first book to capitalize on these
improvements by teaching students and managers how to apply Excel to statistical techniques necessary in their courses and work. Each
chapter explains statistical formulas and directs the reader to use Excel commands to solve specific, easy-to-understand health service
management problems. Practice problems are provided at the end of each chapter with their solutions in an appendix. Separately, there is a
full Practice Test (with answers in an Appendix) that allows readers to test what they have learned.
Now readers can develop the complete set of Microsoft Excel 2016 skills needed to be successful in college or the business world beyond
with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
EXCEL 2016: COMPREHENSIVE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this edition clearly applies the Microsoft Excel 2016 skills readers
are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. All content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: COMPREHENSIVE help readers understand the importance of each Microsoft Excel 2016 skill
they are learning. This edition focuses on strengthening learning outcomes and transferring the complete Microsoft Excel 2016 skill set to
other applications and disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Imparate a usare Excel 2016 senza perdere tempo! Magari dovete partire da zero o forse dovete solo rinfrescarvi la memoria e aggiornarvi
sulle sue nuove funzionalità. Con questa agile guida a Excel 2016 sarete operativi fin da subito. Fogli di lavoro, formule, grafici,
formattazione... qui scoprirete tutti i modi in cui esplorare e utilizzare velocemente questa potente e versatile applicazione. • Come diavolo
funziona? – se non avete mai preparato un foglio di lavoro, scoprirete i segreti della Barra multifunzione e imparerete a sfruttarla per creare
senza fatica esattamente quello che avete in mente • Ehi, ti trovo bene! – interventi grafici ed “estetici” per migliorare l’aspetto dei dati, in
modo da evidenziare gli elementi che contano e correggerli senza provocare danni • Oltre il foglio – imparate a sfruttare la possibilità di
creare più fogli di lavoro e di integrare più fonti di informazioni su un unico foglio di riepilogo • Analisi dei dati – create automaticamente
tabelle a uno o due input, puntate a ottenere uno specifico valore con la Ricerca obiettivo ed esplorate le varie possibilità future con la
Gestione scenari • Tabelle e grafici pivot – scoprite una delle funzionalità più potenti e complesse di Excel, con la possibilità di riepilogare e
filtrare enormi quantità di dati.
The complete guide to Excel 2016, from Mr. Spreadsheet himselfstrong style="box-sizing: border-box; color: #1b1c1d; font-family: 'Open
Sans', sans-serif; font-size: 16px;" Whether you are just starting out or an Excel novice, the Excel 2016 Bible is your comprehensive, go-to
guide for all your Excel 2016 needs. Whether you use Excel at work or at home, you will be guided through the powerful new features and
capabilities by expert author and Excel Guru John Walkenbach to take full advantage of what the updated version offers. Learn to incorporate
templates, implement formulas, create pivot tables, analyze data, and much more. Navigate this powerful tool for business, home
management, technical work, and much more with the only resource you need, Excel 2016 Bible. Create functional spreadsheets that work
Master formulas, formatting, pivot tables, and more Get acquainted with Excel 2016's new features and tools Customize downloadable
templates and worksheets Whether you need a walkthrough tutorial or an easy-to-navigate desk reference, the Excel 2016 Bible has you
covered with complete coverage and clear expert guidance.

Get more out of learning statistics than simply the ability to solve equations. Discover how statistical information enables
strong decisions in today’s business world with STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS, REVISED 13E.
Sound methodology combines with a proven problem-scenario approach, and meaningful applications for the most
powerful approach to mastering critical statistical concepts. This edition’s prestigious author team brings together more
than 25 years of unmatched experience to this thoroughly updated book. More than 350 real business examples, timely
cases, and memorable exercises present the latest statistical data and business information with unwavering accuracy.
To ensure the most relevant coverage, this edition introduces how to use today’s most popular commercial statistical
software programs, including Minitab 17 and Excel 2016. Trust this edition for the statistics background needed for
business success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
This book shows the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching educational and psychological statistics effectively.
Similar to the previously published Excel 2013 for Educational and Psychological Statistics, this book is a step-by-step
exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical education and
psychology problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially mathematically-inclined,
or if you are wary of computers, this is the right book for you. Excel, a widely available computer program for students
and managers, is also an effective teaching and learning tool for quantitative analyses in education and psychology
courses. Its powerful computational ability and graphical functions make learning statistics much easier than in years
past. However, Excel 2016 for Educational and Psychological Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems is the first
book to capitalize on these improvements by teaching students and managers how to apply Excel to statistical
techniques necessary in their courses and work. Each chapter explains statistical formulas and directs the reader to use
Excel commands to solve specific, easy-to-understand educational and psychological problems. Practice problems are
provided at the end of each chapter with their solutions in an appendix. Separately, there is a full Practice Test (with
answers in an Appendix) that allows readers to test what they have learned.
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Now readers can develop the Microsoft Excel 2016 skills needed to be successful in college or the business world
beyond with the emphasis on critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage found in NEW PERSPECTIVES
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: INTERMEDIATE. Updated with all-new case scenarios, this complete book
clearly applies the skills readers are learning to real-world situations, making the concepts even more relevant. All
content and activities throughout NEW PERSPECTIVES MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: INTERMEDIATE
help readers understand the importance of what they’re learning. This edition focuses on strengthening learning
outcomes and transferring skills to other applications and disciplines for further success. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Con il manuale "Microsoft Excel 2016 – Corso base/intermedio" l'utente scoprirà come: adoperare l'interfaccia grafica del
programma, effettuare efficacemente le operazioni di data entry all'interno di un foglio elettronico, rendere accattivante
l'aspetto di un foglio di lavoro, eseguire calcoli semplici e complessi con le formule aritmetiche e le funzioni, creare le
principali tipologie di grafico, riepilogare i dati attraverso le tabelle e i grafici pivot, stampare correttamente il contenuto di
una cartella di lavoro.
Discover the latest advancements in Microsoft Office and Excel 2016 with MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016:
INTRODUCTORY -- the new edition in today’s generation of acclaimed Shelly Cashman Series books. For more than
three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced advanced computer skills to millions. MICROSOFT
OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: INTRODUCTORY continues the Series’ strong history of innovation with a proven learning
approach enhanced to address the varied learning styles of today’s learners. A trademark step-by-step, screen-byscreen approach encourages readers to expand their understanding of Microsoft Excel 2016 through experimentation,
critical thought, and personalization. This new edition delivers effective educational materials specifically designed to
introduce key features, improve retention, and prepare readers for success with the latest MS Office and Excel 2016.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The GCBME Book Series aims to promote the quality and methodical reach of the Global Conference on Business
Management & Entrepreneurship, which is intended as a high-quality scientific contribution to the science of business
management and entrepreneurship. The Contributions are expected to be the main reference articles on the topic of
each book and have been subject to a strict peer review process conducted by experts in the fields. The conference
provided opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and implementation of experiences, to establish
business or research connections and to find Global Partners for future collaboration. The conference and resulting
volume in the book series is expected to be held and appear annually. The year 2019 theme of book and conference is
"Transforming Sustainable Business In The Era Of Society 5.0". The ultimate goal of GCBME is to provide a medium
forum for educators, researchers, scholars, managers, graduate students and professional business persons from the
diverse cultural backgrounds, to present and discuss their research, knowledge and innovation within the fields of
business, management and entrepreneurship. The GCBME conferences cover major thematic groups, yet opens to other
relevant topics: Organizational Behavior, Innovation, Marketing Management, Financial Management and Accounting,
Strategic Management, Entrepreneurship and Green Business.
Discover an accessible introduction to business statistics as ESSENTIALS OF MODERN BUSINESS STATISTICS, 7E
balances a conceptual understanding of statistics with real-world applications of statistical methodology. The book
integrates Microsoft Excel 2016, providing step-by-step instructions and screen captures to help readers master the latest
Excel tools. Extremely reader-friendly, this edition includes numerous tools to maximize the user's success, including SelfTest Exercises, margin annotations, insightful Notes and Comments, and real-world Methods and Applications exercises.
Eleven new Case Problems, as well as new Statistics in Practice applications and real data examples and exercises, give
readers opportunities to put concepts into practice. Readers find everything needed to acquire key Excel 2016 skills and
gain a strong understanding of business statistics. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Everything you need to pass Level II of the CMT Program CMT Level II 2016: Theory and Analysis fully prepares you to
demonstrate competency applying the principles covered in Level I, as well as the ability to apply more complex
analytical techniques. Covered topics address theory and history, market indicators, construction, confirmation, cycles,
selection and decision, system testing, statistical analysis, and ethics. The Level II exam emphasizes trend, chart, and
pattern analysis, as well as risk management concepts. This cornerstone guidebook of the Chartered Market
Technician® Program will provide every advantage to passing Level II.
ILLUSTRATED MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & EXCEL 2016: INTERMEDIATE engages both computer rookies and hot shots as this edition
guides readers in mastering both basic and more advanced Microsoft Office and Excel 2016 skills quickly and efficiently. Praised for its
concise, focused approach and user-friendly format, this book, like all others in the Illustrated Series, incorporates a hallmark two-page layout
that allows readers to see an entire task in one view. Each presentation is easy to follow with Learning Outcomes that outline the skills
covered in each lesson and larger full-color screens that reflect exactly what readers should see on their own computers. Each module
begins with a brief overview of the lesson’s principles and introduces a case study for further application. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Mac users need not be bothered in the least as the 2016 versions of Word, OneNote, Outlook, Excel and Word are here to give you the best
experience ever. In addition to all the cool new features that are packed into this software you can have the entire suite cloud-connected, so
you can have all your documents at your disposal anytime and place. You will enjoy the comfort ease of locating important information
anywhere you are. You will also be able to capitalize on the great opportunity of sharing your documents with your friends, family or
colleagues as you get your most important tasks done with easy and great new features.
Master data analysis, modeling, and spreadsheet use with BUSINESS ANALYTICS: DATA ANALYSIS AND DECISION MAKING, 6E!
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Popular with students, instructors, and practitioners, this quantitative methods text delivers the tools to succeed with its proven teach-byexample approach, user-friendly writing style, and complete Excel 2016 integration. It is also compatible with Excel 2013, 2010, and 2007.
Completely rewritten, Chapter 17, Data Mining, and Chapter 18, Importing Data into Excel, include increased emphasis on the tools
commonly included under the Business Analytics umbrella -- including Microsoft Excel’s “Power BI” suite. In addition, up-to-date problem
sets and cases provide realistic examples to show the relevance of the material. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Excel 2016 In Depth Full Color: Figures and code appear as they do in Excel 2016 Beyond the Basics…Beneath the Surface...In Depth Do
more in less time! Experienced with Excel? Don’t let Excel 2016 make you feel like a beginner again! This new full-color edition of the
bestselling book has been completely overhauled. Gone is unnecessary and rarely used content; emphasis is on the most-used and new
aspects of Excel 2016. The result is a focused book where every topic is relevant and worth learning. Excel 2016 In Depth is the fastest,
smartest way to master Excel 2016’s full power and updated interface. You’ll discover how to leverage Excel’s new tools for charting,
business analysis, data visualization, forecasting, and more. • Quickly clean your data with Excel 2016’s powerful Get & Transform tools •
Discover Excel 2016’s newest charts: waterfall, histogram, Pareto, sunburst, TreeMap, and Box and Whisker • Use Forecast Sheets to
forecast the future, including seasonal adjustments • Pivot data on maps with 3D Maps, and animate your maps over time • Create formulas,
charts, subtotals, and pivot tables faster than ever • Create amazing PowerPivot data mashups that integrate information from anywhere •
Automate repetitive functions using Excel macros • Solve real-world business intelligence analysis problems • Use PowerPivot Data Model to
create pivot tables from multiple data sets without VLOOKUP • Share workbooks on the Web and social networks • Leverage Excel to create
highly interactive web pages and online surveys • Quickly apply attractive, consistent formats This book is part of Que’s Content Update
Program. As Microsoft updates features of Excel, sections of this book will be updated or new sections will be added to match the updates to
the software. See inside for details.
This book shows the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching business statistics effectively. Similar to the previously published Excel 2010
for Business Statistics, this book is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve
practical business problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially mathematically-inclined, or if you are
wary of computers, this is the right book for you. Excel, a widely available computer program for students and managers, is also an effective
teaching and learning tool for quantitative analyses in business courses. Its powerful computational ability and graphical functions make
learning statistics much easier than in years past. However, Excel 2016 for Business Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems is the
first book to capitalize on these improvements by teaching students and managers how to apply Excel to statistical techniques necessary in
their courses and work. Each chapter explains statistical formulas and directs the reader to use Excel commands to solve specific, easy-tounderstand business problems. Practice problems are provided at the end of each chapter with their solutions in an appendix. Separately,
there is a full Practice Test (with answers in an Appendix) that allows readers to test what they have learned.
Both computer rookies and hot shots can master Microsoft Excel 2013 quickly and efficiently with this new book in the acclaimed Illustrated
Series - ENHANCED MICROSOFT EXCEL 2013: ILLUSTRATED COMPLETE. Using a concise, focused approach and user-friendly format,
the Illustrated Series provides a hallmark two-page layout that allows readers to work through an entire task without turning the page. Skills
are accessible and easy to follow with new Learning Outcomes that outline the skills covered in each lesson and larger full-color screens that
preview what readers should see on their own computers. Each unit begins with a brief overview of the principles of the lesson and
introduces a case study for further application. New and updated appendixes guide you in exploring cloud computing and other developments
in more depth. Readers strengthen their understanding of the latest features in MS Excel 2013 for ongoing success. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Imparate a usare Excel in modo davvero efficiente con questa guida pratica e completa, il testo di riferimento di Microsoft Press. Passate
subito alla sezione che risponde alle vostre domande grazie al metodo step by step: lezioni veloci e schermate molto chiare vi mostreranno
esattamente come procedere. Dall'impostazione di una cartella di lavoro all'ordinamento dei dati, dalla formattazione all'uso dei filtri, fino alla
creazione di grafici, all'uso delle tabelle pivot e alla creazione di sequenze temporali e previsioni. Microsoft Excel 2016 - La guida ufficiale è
l'unico modo per usare Excel a fondo ed è pensata per risolvere i dubbi e i problemi di ogni utente.
Loved for its visual and flexible approach to building computer skills, the ILLUSTRATED COURSE GUIDE: MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 &
EXCEL 2016: INTERMEDIATE is the ideal resource for learning Microsoft Excel 2016, regardless of the reader’s experience level. Each twopage spread focuses on a single skill, making information easy to follow and absorb. The ILLUSTRATED COURSE GUIDE divides important
Microsoft Excel 2016 concepts and skills into three manageable levels -- Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced -- making it perfect for
readers to master the skills needed in any working or learning environment. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This text is a step-by-step guide for students taking a first course in statistics for advertising and for advertising managers and practitioners
who want to learn how to use Excel to solve practical statistics problems in in the workplace, whether or not they have taken a course in
statistics. Excel 2016 for Advertising Statistics explains statistical formulas and offers practical examples for how students can solve realworld advertising statistics problems. This book leaves detailed explanations of statistical theory to other statistics textbooks and focuses
entirely on practical, real-world problem solving. Each chapter briefly explains a topic and then demonstrates how to use Excel commands
and formulas to solve specific advertising statistics problems. This book gives practice in using Excel in two different ways: (1) writing
formulas (e.g., confidence interval about the mean, one-group t-test, two-group t-test, correlation) and (2) using Excel’s drop-down formula
menus (e.g., simple linear regression, multiple correlation and multiple regression, and one-way ANOVA). Three practice problems are
provided at the end of each chapter, along with their solutions in an Appendix. An additional Practice Test allows readers to test their
understanding of each chapter by attempting to solve a specific practical advertising statistics problem using Excel; the solution to each of
these problems is also given in an Appendix. · Includes 167 illustrations in color · Suitable for undergraduates or graduate students
Gain a clear understanding of the fundamental concepts and applications behind today's operations and supply chain management with the
reader-friendly approach in Collier/Evans' popular OPERATIONS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT, 2E. The authors present detailed,
solved problems throughout this edition to illustrate key formulas and computations as you learn to complete both manual and digital
calculations using Excel spreadsheet templates and other Excel models for optimization and simulation. New content examines process
analysis and resource utilization, analytics in OM, capacity measurement, applications of linear optimization and other critical operations
management (OM) and supply chain management (SCM) topics. In addition, new and proven review questions, experiential activities,
problems and exercises as well as feature boxes teach you how to work with the latest OM and SCM concepts and tools. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This is the first book to show the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching marketing statistics effectively. It is a step-by-step exercise-driven
guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical marketing problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your
strongest suit, you are not especially mathematically-inclined, or if you are wary of computers, this is the right book for you. Excel, a widely
available computer program for students and managers, is also an effective teaching and learning tool for quantitative analyses in marketing
courses. Its powerful computational ability and graphical functions make learning statistics much easier than in years past. However, Excel
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2016 for Marketing Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems is the first book to capitalize on these improvements by teaching
students and managers how to apply Excel to statistical techniques necessary in their courses and work. Each chapter explains statistical
formulas and directs the reader to use Excel commands to solve specific, easy-to-understand marketing problems. Practice problems are
provided at the end of each chapter with their solutions in an appendix. Separately, there is a full Practice Test (with answers in an Appendix)
that allows readers to test what they have learned.
This book shows the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching social science statistics effectively. Similar to the previously published Excel
2013 for Social Sciences Statistics, this book is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel
to solve practical social science problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially mathematically-inclined,
or if you are wary of computers, this is the right book for you. Excel, a widely available computer program for students and managers, is also
an effective teaching and learning tool for quantitative analyses in social science courses. Its powerful computational ability and graphical
functions make learning statistics much easier than in years past. However, Excel 2016 for Social Science Statistics: A Guide to Solving
Practical Problems is the first book to capitalize on these improvements by teaching students and managers how to apply Excel to statistical
techniques necessary in their courses and work. Each chapter explains statistical formulas and directs the reader to use Excel commands to
solve specific, easy-to-understand social science problems. Practice problems are provided at the end of each chapter with their solutions in
an appendix. Separately, there is a full Practice Test (with answers in an Appendix) that allows readers to test what they have learned.
Includes 167 illustrations in color Suitable for upper undergraduates or graduate students At the beginning of his academic career, Prof. Tom
J. Quirk spent six years in educational research at The American Institutes for Research and Educational Testing Service. He then taught
Social Psychology, Educational Psychology, General Psychology, Marketing, Management, and Accounting at Principia College, and is
currently a Professor of Marketing in the George Herbert Walker School of Business & Technology at Webster University based in St. Louis,
Missouri (USA) where he teaches Marketing Statistics, Marketing Research, and Pricing Strategies. He has written 60+ textbook
supplements in Marketing and Management, published 20+ articles in professional journals, and presented 20+ papers at professional
meetings. He holds a B.S. in Mathematics from John Carroll University, both an M.A. in Education and a Ph.D. in Educational Psychology
from Stanford University, and an M.B.A. from The University of Missouri-St. Louis.
Now readers can master the computer concepts and Microsoft Office 2016 skills perfect for success in the classroom or workforce with the
latest ILLUSTRATED COMPUTER CONCEPTS AND MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 & OFFICE 2016. This all-in-one book makes it simple to
become proficient in both today’s computer concepts and the MS Office skills most needed for professional success. Key application skills
are clearly demonstrated using the user-friendly two-page spread found throughout this and all books in the popular Illustrated Microsoft
Office 2016 Series. Today’s most up-to-date technology developments and concepts are clarified using the distinctive step-by-step approach
and material from COMPUTER CONCEPTS ILLUSTRATED BRIEF. This edition highlights updated Office 365 content with a new module
that addresses Productivity Apps. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
USE EXCEL’S STATISTICAL TOOLS TO TRANSFORM YOUR DATA INTO KNOWLEDGE Nationally recognized Excel expert Conrad
Carlberg shows you how to use Excel 2016 to perform core statistical tasks every business professional, student, and researcher should
master. Using real-world examples and downloadable workbooks, Carlberg helps you choose the right technique for each problem and get
the most out of Excel’s statistical features. Along the way, he clarifies confusing statistical terminology and helps you avoid common
mistakes. You’ll learn how to use correlation and regression, analyze variance and covariance, and test statistical hypotheses using the
normal, binomial, t, and F distributions. To help you make accurate inferences based on samples from a population, Carlberg offers insightful
coverage of crucial topics ranging from experimental design to the statistical power of F tests. Updated for Excel 2016, this guide covers both
modern consistency functions and legacy compatibility functions. Becoming an expert with Excel statistics has never been easier! In this
book, you’ll find crystal-clear instructions, insider insights, and complete step-by-step guidance. Master Excel’s most useful descriptive and
inferential statistical tools Understand how values cluster together or disperse, and how variables move or classify jointly Tell the truth with
statistics—and recognize when others don’t Infer a population’s characteristics from a sample’s frequency distribution Explore correlation
and regression to learn how variables move in tandem Use Excel consistency functions such as STDEV.S( ) and STDEV.P( ) Test
differences between two means using z tests, t tests, and Excel’s Data Analysis Add-in Identify skewed distributions using Excel’s new builtin box-and-whisker plots and histograms Evaluate statistical power and control risk Explore how randomized block and split plot designs alter
the derivation of F-ratios Use coded multiple regression analysis to perform ANOVA with unbalanced factorial designs Analyze covariance
with ANCOVA, and properly use multiple covariance Take advantage of Recommended PivotTables, Quick Analysis, and other Excel 2016
shortcuts
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